EwA Phenology
Temperature is the major abiotic factor that affects the seasonal timing of life-history events in plants and
animals, i.e., phenology. We also know that change in the historical timing of plant and animal phenology is
one of the most sensitive indicators of the local effects of global climate change.
Climate changes have been accelerating. The 2018's International Panel on Climate Change released a special
report on the impacts for the planet of global warming of 1.5 °C above pre-industrial levels, and the global
greenhouse gas emission pathways that affect the warming. Late 2019, scientists from the Potsdam Institute
for Climate Impact Research in Germany and other institutions warned that the acceleration of ice loss and
other effects of climate change have brought the world “dangerously close” to abrupt and irreversible changes,
or tipping points. Examples of those tipping points include the collapse of part of the West Antarctic ice sheet,
or the loss of the Amazon rainforest. Monitoring those changes and their effects has never been more critical
to help understand and mitigate the crisis.
Earthwise Aware (EwA) is a partner of the National Phenology Network (USA-NPN), which brings together
citizen scientists, government agencies, non-profit groups, educators and students of all ages to monitor the
impacts of climate change on plants and animals in the United States. USA-NPN is a powerful phenology
platform and network, which provides an excellent standardized recording protocol and tools used across the
country to record phenophases.
EwA’s citizen science model is one of science by the people, benefiting both people and nature. Where we live
in Massachusetts, our communities get a chance to experience what this means first-hand with EwA Naturalist
program. Our projects cover different species groups and habitats and fill biodiversity and phenology data
gaps. Our citizen science projects promote a form of scientific contribution and experiential learning that is
system-based, with an emphasis on the interactions between species, habitats, and their function in several
critical urban locations. They reveal a continuous natural history of the places that we observe.
Phenology has been an explicit component of EwA’s citizen science program since 2018. Our effort engages
local communities to observe and record seasonal events in the last bastions of biodiversity in urban settings.
EwA also trains its citizen scientists to document phenology rigorously so as to reach high-quality data that
can be used by local and global institutions and experts.
Our objective is to monitor the phenology of our urban forests and parks and understand how it differs from
the phenology of plants and animals living in less densely populated landscapes. At this time, EwA
systematically observes the phenology of plant and animal species primarily at the Middlesex Fells where it
has the support of our partner, The Friends of the Fells, a steward of the reservation. We intend to add the
study of phenology at all EwA’s other sites. We also have an auxiliary urban study site (in Somerville, MA),
where we track seasonal events and calibrate our studies.
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specific steps you will
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short term outcome
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per line.

Who is going to do this?
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What are the things that will is it you? A volunteer?
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Another Staff Person? Do
impede your success
objective? It could be one or
you need to recruit
related to our objective?
many things.
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When you you hope to
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Estimated timeline is
What are the resources you need
fine, but remember this Each month you can list here the
for this one objective. You will list
is for one year. You will evidence that you are working toward
your other resources for other
transfer any unfinished completing this objective.
objectives in subsequent rows.
tasks to next year's
Action Plan tracking
document.

[M-410] Revamp our
Pheno sites description
w/ better photo map of
monitored species
locations // to link to
EwA public pheno
protocol

- Research types of maps
and how to best display the
information
- Decide on format of map
and populate the map with
plant locations
- Share the map with other
team members and seek
feedback

- Access to computer with Google
maps to make and share
- Place to post or share map
- Info about plants that are
marked for observation
- Time to create the map in
google

- Ability to create a photo
map on google
Claire
- Place to make map
available, on web or in print

March 2020 Doc is updated

OUTCOME AND
RESULTS

As these deadlines are reached and
achieved, record the outcome(s) and
results for each row in the table in this
column. This is a way to keep track of
your work and the whole group can
reference it at any time. It is also a
way to report out on your yearly and
long-term outcomes and impacts.

Doc is linked into protocol and used

[M-411] Publish a
public Pheno protocol Just follow the example of
modeled on the Plant EwA's exisiting protocols
Visitor Survey Protocol

∅

Intern

[M-412] Strengthen
Study sites, pairing
CC's entomo pheno
- Add the plants to the sites
with plant host pheno
- Review data entry
NOTE: This Action
methods
Item refers to the site
setup (infield work with
tagging etc.)

∅

Mike + Kathy

- Computer to set up group
- Info about which plants (and
animals) to add to the group's
sites

March 2020 Species are added to the NPN EwA site Data is collected

∅

Bill + Joe

- Computer to set up group
- Info about which plants (and
animals) to add to the group's
sites

March 2020 Species are added to the NPN EwA site Data is collected

EwA Cit Sci team

- Contact info for docents at the
park
- funding to place ads
Spring end 2020
- events to recruit people
- partnering organizations to cross
promote opportunity

- Select plot w/ easy access
for Bill (& Joe) + pair it with
an entomo study
[M-413] Add a Crystal
- Make sure Bill can add an
Spring pheno site
EwA site on NPN tied to our
studies: or start it and make
Bill another admin
- Attend docent meeting to
present NN program to
everyone
Recruit other
- Host meetings or training
volunteers to
sessions for those who are
participate in
interested
monitoring.
- Provide training on
NOTE: This Action
protocols for those who are
Item refers to the
ready to help monitor
human
resources/participation - Add the volunteers to the
montly schedule for
monitoring

- Hard to get people to
commit due to time
constraints and other life
issues
- Need training for
volunteers

April 2020

- At least 5 regular volunteers willing to
observe have been recruited and are on Enrollments
the monitoring schedule

2020
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Short Term Outcome: This action plan should represent only ONE of your outcomes for the SHORT TERM. What is that outcome? If you have more than one, you should draft more than one Action Plan

OBJECTIVES

Weekly Monitoring
Events (at high
season)

ACTIVITIES
designed to
achieve Objectives
- Host a weekly Phenology
Walk at the site (at hisgh
season)
- Advertise the walk in the
EwA newsletter + social
media outlets

Remind partners to
advertise the monitoring
program to the public +
make sure that the program
is showcased on partners'
website
-Identify the volunteers who
are interested in helping
each month
- Ask volunteers to sign up
Once teams are
for monitoring times
secured (and can be
- Plan to repeat the process
split): Create volunteer
monthly
monitoring schedule
- Make sure volunteers who
for the 3 sites.
sign up are also able to find
subsitutes when their
schedules change or the
wind up with a conflict
[M-405 + M-406 + M407 + M-408]: Partners
EwA Prg
advertisement followup

[M-xxx] Annual Report
2020

Dispatch of modules to
CitScientists

People on this team or working on this outcome:
[M-<id>]: Item id in EwA's Dev Backlog

BARRIERS OR
CHALLENGES

∅

Partners organizational
disfunctions

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON(S)

RESOURCES
NEEDED

TIMELINE FOR
EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS
ACTIONS
TOWARD GOAL
& DEADLINES

OUTCOME AND
RESULTS

EwA Leaders

All events scheduled
ASAP (1 month before
when possible)

Signups

Events scheduled and promoted on
our outlets

Claire + Partners

End of Winter 2020 //
after 2019 Science
Report publication and
sent to partners

Signups (from partner sites)

Events scheduled and promoted on
partners outlets

Beginning of Summer
2020

System in place w/ signups

Signups matched with attendance

Early fall workshops

Enrollments

The annual report itself

- Having enough people so
that individuals don't need
to go out more than once a
week
- Choice of a good online
tool

Mike

- Accessible place for volunteers
to check the schedule, e.g.
google calendar or spreadsheet
- Volunteers willing to go out at
least once a week to observe via
Nature's Notebook
- Species/phenophase
identification materials
- Nature's Notebook protocols

- volunteers are intimidated
by this task, help them

Claire

- training + webinars
- reassurance

Include names and contact info so others can have that information if it is needed.

EwA Pheno Recording Schedule is straightforward: The studies are implemented in such a way that there is always one of us who can supply data with necessary regularity.
We have 3 study sites in the Fells: Long Pond, Bellevue and a new one coming in 2020 + 1 urban calibration site
1) In late winter we start tracking signs of Spring, so that we can start the monitoring session right on time.
We have a site dedicated to that in the city, and we pair to sessions to check situation in the forest.
2) In High pheno seasons: Spring and Fall, we monitor one a week (more if cit-scientists have time luxury)
3) In low pheno-seasons: Summer -> we used to check one every otherweek, however we will switch to once a week to catch entomo phenology that is high in the Summer. Data is here suplied by tean including interns.
4) In Winter, we stop.
Public events are also scheduled systematically and ahowcased on EB, FB and the EwA calendar as a means to train new citizen scientists and educate one-time visitors.
EB event page:

http://earthwiseaware.eventbrite.com/

FB Event page:

https://www.facebook.com/pg/EarthwiseAware/events/

EwA Calendar:

https://www.earthwiseaware.org/events/

Phenology
Field Session series

Phenology
Journal + Data Sharing (email)

Monthly

-

-

Monthly

Monthly

-

-

Monthly

Monthly

Low frequency

Low frequency

Monthly

Monthly

Med frequency

Med frequency

Monthly

Monthly

High frequency (wkly)

High frequency (wkly)

Monthly

Monthly

High frequency (wkly)

High frequency (wkly)

Monthly

Monthly

High frequency (wkly)

High frequency (wkly)

Monthly

Monthly

High frequency (wkly)

High frequency (wkly)

Monthly

Monthly

High frequency (wkly)

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly
Monthly

**Other phenology
related content provided
by your site

Nature Blog (Monthly highlights)

Monthly

Data Analysis (CitSci Groups)

Naturalist-Led
Walks
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Quaterly

EwA Spring Newsletter

Quaterly

EwA Summer Newsletter

High frequency (wkly)

Quaterly

EwA Fall Newsletter

High frequency (wkly)

High frequency (wkly)

Annual report prep

Monthly

Low frequency

Low frequency

Annual report prep

Monthly

-

Annual Report

Annual report pub.

EwA Winter Newsletter

104 Forest St
Reading, Ma
February 5, 2020

Dear National Phenology Network, Nature’s Notebook,
I am writing in support of Earthwise Aware as an excellent candidate for the Local
Phenology Program PhenoChampions Award.
As an Earthwise Aware citizen scientist in the Fells, I collect a variety of data on
species occurrence, including regular phenology data collection through Nature’s
Notebook, arthropod surveys, and invasive species monitoring. About half of the
time, community members of all types accompany us on our data collection rounds.
Many people who join our walks know the Fells trails well, but have not paid much
attention to biodiversity or the rich Fells ecosystem.
Earthwise Aware mentors and educates numbers of these visitors about phenology,
biodiversity, and the scientific importance of collecting standardized and validated
data. Sometimes the mentoring lasts a couple hours and other times it is long-term.
The people are community members; local undergrad and graduate students;
summer interns; community groups; and members of the organizations that manage
or advocate for the Fells. While they learn about phenology, these people also learn
about Earthwise Aware’s advocacy for the Fells environment, environmental ethics,
the importance of proper data collection, and the need for citizen science. In
addition, they follow along as we discover and observe, and they learn a lot about
the species that inhabit the Fells. A few of the visitors join Earthwise Aware as
citizen scientists and help collect phenology data. Most say their eyes have been
opened to the abundance, biodiversity, and significance of the forest they frequent.
Earthwise Aware is welcoming, and the outreach effort is genuine.
Personally, my involvement with Earthwise Aware and documenting phenology
through Nature’s Notebook has been very gratifying. I appreciate learning to focus
closely on and quantify small changes in specimens that we get to know well. Now I
look for those changes wherever I go. Documenting phenology gives our group a
powerful focus and purpose. I also feel that I am doing something important to
preserve the Fells’ diverse ecosystem and assist in environmental science, by
contributing good-quality phenological data to NPN-USA.
We do a lot of wondering, as we take our slow walk between phenology sights. The
walks are slow because we have learned to observe closely, and we are driven to
observe everything. So we look at arthropods, flowers, fungi, and invasive species
along the way. We listen and look for birds and hope to see other animals. New
data collection efforts have been added for arthropods and invasive plants. These

frequent visits to the forest reinforce my feeling of awe and respect for nature, its
interconnectedness, and its endless adaptations.
Earthwise Aware has made a big impact in its short existence, and its reach is
growing.
Sincerely,
Kathy McGlathery

January 30, 2020

Bill MacIndewar
72 Ryder Avenue
Melrose, MA 02176

USA-NPN Education Coordinator,
I am writing to express my support for Earthwise Aware (EwA) in consideration of the USA-NPN
2019 PhenoChampion Award for Local Phenology Programs. I have been a citizen scientist and
community member with Earthwise Aware throughout this past year. During this time, it has
been my pleasure to participate in many of the EwA phenology studies in the Middlesex Fells
Reservation just north of Boston, MA. Participants in these studies used the USA-NPN Nature’s
Notebook app to track and record phenology data at a number of established sites. Detailed
records were kept tracking the progression of plant and animal species native to the area. This
data became an important component of the EwA Annual Report for 2019 published earlier this
month.
EwA’s dedication to phenology work this past year benefited both the study participants and
the larger community. People living in the local area had an opportunity, often for the first
time, to explore and learn more about the rich biodiversity found in the Fells. Observers also
had a chance to participate in real citizen science, with benefits that extend out to the
communities and scientists in the area. Interns from local colleges also participated in this work,
gaining invaluable “hands-on” experience in environmental science in the process. The data
collected from the EwA phenology studies is now available to all to track and monitor local
ecosystems from year to year. To me, this has been the greatest benefit of this important work.
Thank you very much for your consideration of Earthwise Aware for this important award. I
look forward to continuing my work with EwA and learning more about the USA-NPN Nature’s
Notebook platform for phenology studies in the coming year.
Sincerely,
Bill MacIndewar
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With 
, Learn, Practice, and I nspire ecologically
centered habits that make a difference. Let's be Nature
leaders!

With You, We Are Making the World A Better Place

EwA Biodiversity Citizen Science Projects
Observing & Documenting what we Love

EwA makes the work of scientists and
conservationists accessible & actionable. We
inform - we guide - we engage - we connect. We
enable individual, organizational and societal
changes.
Join our Biodiversity Citizen Science Projects
Don’t miss our seminars, workshops & circles!
Subscribe to our EwA events calendar
» h ttps://www.earthwiseaware.org/events/
Follow us on Facebook for event notifications
» https://www.facebook.com/EarthwiseAware/
Invite us to run an EwA event where you are!

There is no better way of cultivating ecological literacy, ethics &
leadership than through fun & inspiring direct experiences. Join EwA’s
Biodiversity Citizen Science program and explore and document with us
the wonderfully rich habitats of our region.
The series develops an understanding of the importance of biodiversity,
ecology, phenology, and ethics, while helping science through citizen science.
We focus on our local species and habitat diversity. Together, we survey and
map biodiversity as well as record phenology events that become public
science data. We show and explain fieldwork and scientific methods. And, we
enjoy exploring and learning together!
We study birds, mammals, plants, insects and all the critters that make the
different habitats of our region. We also pay attention to the relationships
between species and reflect on the meaning and implications of these
relationships in relation to their habitat, the cities around and further away.

Visit us at www.earthwiseaware.org
50 Spring Street, Somerville, MA 02143
✉ info@earthwiseaware.org
☏ +1 (617) 684-5204
Copyright © 2019 Earthwise Aware Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Where: Over the year, we explore a few sites, and cover forest, wetland, coastal
and urban ecology.
When: A few times a month in various local parks and reservations. Don’t miss
them: subscribe to our events calendar!
www.earthwiseaware.org ✉ info@earthwiseaware.org
50 Spring Street, Somerville, MA 02143 ☏ +1 (617) 684-5204

Our Biodiversity Mapping Tool ▸ iNaturalist

“The naturalist wanders with an inquiring eye, pauses, ponders,
notes the bloom of a prairie pasqueflower. It is a tradition that goes
back to Aristotle and earlier: observing and identifying earth’s
myriad life-forms, and discovering the connections that bind them.

Our Biodiversity Phenology Recording Tool ▸ Nature’s Notebook

For those with such interests, said British naturalist Miriam
Rothschild, “life can never be long enough.”
— John Hay in The Curious Naturalist

Be a Citizen Scientist. Nature Needs You! »
https://www.earthwiseaware.org/ewa-nature-circles/
ewa-circles-rules-tools/become-an-inaturalist/

Copyright © 2019 Earthwise Aware Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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No Ph.D. Needed: Saving our Urban Wildlife
with Natural History & Data
“In the years ahead, naturalists have a vital role to play in the future of the world.
Next to professional scientists, they are one of the most important groups of
people, for with their help in learning about the world, and in protecting it and
persuading others to protect it, they will become the guardians of our planet and of
our welfare as a species” – Gerald Durrell
Earthwise Aware (EwA) runs a field naturalist citizen (a.k.a. community) science program that
advances biodiversity and climate research while promoting ecological ethics and the democratization
of science.
EwA’s citizen science model is one of science by the
people, benefiting both People and Nature. Where we live in
Massachusetts, our communities get a chance to
experience what this means first-hand with our EwA
Naturalist program. Our projects cover different species
groups and habitats, and fill biodiversity and phenology
data gaps. Our citizen science projects promote a form of
scientific contribution and experiential learning that is
system-based, with an emphasis on the interactions
between species, habitats, and their function in several critical urban locations. They reveal a
continuous natural history of the places that we observe.
For us, citizen science is also about collaborating with experts, as well as working with the
organizations that protect these parks and reservations or have an interest in promoting conservation.
We are lucky to count as our collaborators and partners the Friends of the Fells, the Massachusetts
Department of Conservation and Recreation, the Cambridge Water Department, Mass Audubon Habitat,
and local community centers, including the Somerville Growing Center, who love and support the EwA
programs.
2019 EwA Biodiversity & Phenology Highlights (2)
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Our main and most exhaustive system-centered program happens in the Middlesex Fells Reservation
(Medford, Winchester, Stoneham, Melrose, and Malden). This year we expanded our study sites to
include sites where we focus on arthropod occurrence and abundance (the Fresh Pond Reservoir in
Cambridge, Habitat in Belmont and the Somerville Community Growing Center in Somerville) in
collaboration with the organizations that manage them. Doing so, we can build trends across time and
location, and shed some light on changes in and differences between these habitats.
EwA’s 2019 objectives focused on establishing and refining the procedures of our studies. Our
activities were mainly descriptive and included establishing a baseline for all our studies and locations,
ground-truthing some sites, piloting studies and refining our protocols, improving our skills, and gaining
an in-depth understanding of our tools. From an outreach perspective, we formed critical partnerships,
nurtured our working relationships with collaborators and our citizen scientists, raised awareness about
the need to protect and study biodiversity, and invited the public to join the effort.
We are proud to release the first annual EwA citizen science report. While it compiles the results of and
data collected from a year’s worth of EwA fieldwork, it is not purely a data-driven report. In addition to
reporting those results, it documents EwA’s developmental and operational process. It summarizes
EwA‘s field projects with general findings for 2019, as well as explaining EwA’s field methods and how
to access our data for further analysis. The audience for this report is varied and comprised of our
citizen scientists and volunteers, our partners and collaborators, the cities where our programs are
located, and the various non-profit and governmental organizations that we work with.
The 2019 report explicitly:
●
●
●

Recalls our organization's mission, vision, and

providing resources to enable informed

Describes our citizen science and public

decision making (including for conservation

engagement model.

science priorities, land management, policies,

Summarizes our progress relating to the study,

or advocacy).
●

Serves as a report to the governmental

suburban biodiversity.

institutions who issue research permits where

Recaps the phenology of the species or groups

they are required.

of species in representative areas in

●

Massachusetts.
●

Further engages our communities by

focus.

monitoring, and surveillance of our urban and
●

●

Discusses possible and needed refinements
of our studies, as well as new opportunities.

Outlines scientific and conservation
collaborations, citizen scientist participation,

●

Highlights our naturalist program objectives
for the coming years.

and community engagement.

Full Report » earthwiseaware.org/2019-ewa-citizen-science-report
2019 EwA Biodiversity & Phenology Highlights (3)
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⬞⬞⬞ 2019 EwA Accomplishments Shortlist ⬞⬞⬞
EwA engaged 820+ volunteer visits through biodiversity
and citizen science focused events.
For the first year, EwA trained 4 college interns who
contributed to developing and implementing citizen
science programs and assisted us in our citizen
science events.
EwA expanded its program to a total of 4 locations in
Massachusetts and nurtured new and existing
collaborations with their stewards.
We ran 170+ events.
Our community of citizen scientists spent some 1451+ volunteer hours in the field with us.
EwA citizen scientists recorded 25,000+ worldwide biodiversity occurrence observations to date
on iNaturalist, among which 18,000+ were collected in the Greater Boston area.
8 of the top 10 regional iNaturalists for the Middlesex Fells are EwA citizen scientists. Altogether
they supplied 65% of all observations in the Fells.
We recorded 14,882 seasonal phases through the EwA Phenology Project.
We found what could be bobcat tracks in the Fells.
We conducted 184 arthropod surveys through the
EwA Plant Visitor Survey.
We found the second recorded taper-tailed darner in
the county.
Also through our Plant Visitor Survey, EwA got the
highest record of caterpillars (at the Fells) among 55
U.S. study sites. EwA’s site at Habitat ranked third.
EwA was the topic of 3 articles in the regional press.
Through the EwA Vernal Pool Program, we documented 18 potential vernal pools, 2 of which
were certified through EwA applications.
These are only a few. More accomplishments are detailed in our report. We are very proud of
what we’ve done this year thanks to the great team of EwA citizen scientists, collaborators,
volunteers, and followers! To the EwA Citizen Science Community: Thank you! →

Full Report » earthwiseaware.org/2019-ewa-citizen-science-report
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EwA has grown into the organization it is today
in response to both the need to study nature and
the importance of citizen naturalists in facing the
challenges that confront our species. To help to
understand and raise awareness about nature’s
dynamic systems, we made place-based and
data-based natural history the core of our citizen
program.
This report highlights the beginning of a journey.
As our community of citizen scientists and
expert collaborators grows, we become stronger
and ever more committed to building upon our accomplishments. We invite you to be part of our local
natural history. Join our effort. Be an EwA naturalist! [ EwA Citizen Science Program → ]

⬞⬞⬞ 2019 EwA Favorite Graphs ⬞⬞⬞

EwA at the Fells [ » ]

EwA at Fresh Pond [ » ]

2019 Biodiversity Occurrence Summary at two EwA Study Sites
2019 EwA Biodiversity & Phenology Highlights (5)
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Top 2019 Caterpillar Count Abundance Sites Across the U.S.: EwA 2 top sites in yellow and blue
(Caterpillars Count top 10 partner sites)

2019 General Arthropod Order Counts Summary Across EwA Sites (EwA Data Visualization)
2019 EwA Biodiversity & Phenology Highlights (6)
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To EwA’s Citizen Science Community: Thank

you!

Thanks to all who come and help us for an hour, for a session, or
just stop by - curious of what we’re doing… Every minute counts
and spreading the word is golden!
Thanks to Joe Martinez, and Matt Gage for their incredible
collaboration in the EwA Vernal Pool Awareness & Protection
program and the countless field hours spent together! Thanks to
Amy Mertl (Lesley Univ.) & Teá Kesting-Handly, our academic
collaborators who helped us with our EwA Plant Visitor protocol (for the EwA survey of arthropods).
Thanks to our incredible 2019 Biodiversity interns: Xaelel, Charlie, Sarah and Jackson. We
loved having you with us! Thanks especially to our committed citizen scientists: Dan, Joe, Bill,
Alexis, Jeanine, Jen, Jennifer, Mike, Kathy, Lisa, Laura, Shilpa and Renee who help regularly w/
recording observations and improving the study and its methods! We could not do it without you!

⭐ Top EwA Data Contributors: Daniel Onea, Joe Macindewar, Bill Macindewar, Shilpa Sen, Laura Costello, Kathy
Mcglathery, Jennifer Erbe, Charlie Low, Jeanine Farley, Xaelel Allen-Caballero.

Thanks again to our partners who share with us their open space, knowledge & environmental passion.

2019 EwA Biodiversity & Phenology Highlights (7)
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EwA Citizen Science: Co-Creative Conservation in Action

Advancing Biodiversity and Climate Research
Giving Science Back to the People

Contact Us

Earthwise Aware
www.earthwiseaware.org
50 Spring Street
Somerville, MA 02143 - U.S.A.
☏ + 1 (617) 684-5204

✉ citizenscience@earthwiseaware.org
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